God of Broken Things (The Age of Tyranny) by Cameron Johnston Paperback $10.99. In Stock. Ships from and sold by Amazon.com.Â There are Lovecraftian undertones, overtones and sidetones all throughout the book that give the most putrid parts of the city a claustrophobic feel, and lend apocalyptic battles a sense of horror at the great mawing, indifferent multiverse our characters inhabit. Some parts of the ending are rather predictable, hitting classic fantasy beats the astute reader will be watching for. But thereâ€™s also a sense of hurtling helplessly towards some epic, inevitable conclusion. The Traitor God is a complete story, even though itâ€™s the first of two volumes. Read "The Tyranny of God" by Joseph Lewis available from Rakuten Kobo. This daring book on the Philosophy of Atheism was penned by Joseph Lewis with the fire and enthusiasm of conviction. If ...Â Books related to The Tyranny of God. Skip this list. The Problems Of Philosophy. The Age of Tyranny is a series that should be on the top of everybodyâ€™s pile to read." - Dark Side Reads "If you enjoy bloody, highly tactical magic battles, a slow burn demonic history reveal, and a grumpy and relatable jerk who you can't help but root for despite his flaws, God of Broken Things is your jam."Â After a slightly slow start I found it increasingly difficult to put this book down. I dearly hope we get to see more of Magus Edrin Walker in future books."Â Facing Gods, monsters, and a magic elite that wants him dead, Edrin Walker’s return to Setharis is a noirish romp packed with action and laced with black humour, and marks Cameron Johnston as a real name to watch in the epic fantasy genre."